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This document has been prepared to serve a specific purpose to certain individuals and corporations for which Moonstake Pte Ltd and 
OIO Holdings Limited (the "Companies") have approved the disclosure of this document. This document does not create any delegated 
or contractual relationship between the Companies and the individual or corporation to which this document is disclosed, and the
Companies have no legal obligations regarding this document or the contents of this material. We do not take responsibility.

This document has been prepared based on various information that we believe to be reliable. Regardless, we do not guarantee 
anything. This document does not imply or guarantee future forecasts. The Companies are not liable for any damages arising in
connection with this material. We have no liability for any lawsuits by third parties who are not the original disclosures of this material, 
and we cannot respond to any inquiries. This material is our copyrighted work and is protected by copyright law. Use of this document, 
in whole or in part, by quotation, duplication, transfer, etc. is prohibited without our prior consent.
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WELCOME SPEECH
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INTRODUCING 
THE SPEAKERS
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Lawrence Lin
CEO of Moonstake

● Lead Moonstake business 
strategy formulation and 
execution.

● Previous experiences include 
working as Digital Product 
Manager at Standard Chartered 
Bank, as Business Operations 
Head at Huobi Global, as Co-
founder and COO at Zipmex.

● Led new customer acquisitions, 
marketing and new market 
entrances at Huobi Global, one 
of the world biggest crypto 
exchanges.

Yusaku Mishima
Executive Director of OIO 

Holdings Ltd

• Leads the entire blockchain 
business segment for OIO 
group

• Experienced CEO having held 
the position across multiple 
blockchain companies 
including QRC JP Co. Ltd. and 
Infinity Blockchain Labs Co., 
Ltd.

• Joined OIO in Dec 2019
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MOONSTAKE 
PRESENTATION
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Mission

To build the Asia’s Biggest Staking Network with a 
technological innovation that drastically increases the 
efficiency of blockchain technology.

Realising the full potential of the blockchain to drive a 
new era of global sustainable development, growth, 
and productivity in decentralised finance.

Vision



In 2020, a significant change in technology to endorse blockchain was witnessed.
In 2021, staking market has expanded significantly.

Top Coins Entered 
Staking Market
Ethereum（matket cap｜world  
top 2 with $230 billion）

Cardano（market cap｜world 
top 5 with $40 billion）

Polkadot （matket cap｜world  
top 9 with $15 billion）

Mining Growing Period
Various blockchain deploy PoW 
like BTC

2009〜2018 2019

2020〜

Commercial Deployment of 
Staking
Tezos（Market Cap｜world 
top 20 with $2 billion) and

Cosmos (Market Cap｜world 
top 30 with $1.6 billion) 
started staking

From Mining to Staking
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*Market Cap is based on CoinMarketCap on January  15th, 2021



Staking is said to be a technological innovation that dramatically increases the efficiency of blockchain.

Past / Mining Now and future / Staking

Algorithm Proof of Work (PoW) Proof of Stake (PoS)

Features
There are many challenges

• Determine consensus algorithm approver based on complexity
• Certain organizations with high computing power are more likely to benefit 

from mining

It is said to solve many PoW issues
• The right to get rewards depending on the amount of coins held and the 

holding organization
• Limit the tasks that specific organizations / individuals are continuously 

rewarded by the evaluation value

Conditions to 
Participate

Machines with high computational power are important Machine is not important, because no mining is required

How to 
Decide 
Reward

Compete for machine speed and workload Coin holding rate

Electricity 
Consumption

High Low

What’s Staking?

Staking can generate regular reward for holders of PoS coins
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Global Growth in Staking

* https://coinmarketcap.com, as of 2 Aug 2021

• Currently the PoS coins are at around 10% 
dominance of the entire crypto market cap

• The market is anticipated to increase even 
further due to prominent projects such as 
Ethereum moving to PoS

• One report says the staking industry size will 
reach 40B USD by 2024 **

** https://www.forbes.com/sites/emilymason/2021/07/01/jpmorgan-says-
ethereum-upgrades-could-jumpstart-40-billion-staking-
industry/?sh=741edfe31512

Total crypto market cap – US$ 1.6 trillion *

PoS Others

PoS Market Cap: 
around 10%



Creating the largest staking pool network in Asia

B2B

Become a blockchain and cryptocurrency company, and sell 
infrastructure to run a staking pool

Features
・Companies can run a staking pool with less effort and cost
・Provide one-stop related infrastructure such as wallet and customer management function
・Industry-leading enterprise security technology

B2C

Comprehensive staking service provider to meet the overflowing needs of the world

Operate a staking pool, and  receive commissions from 
staking users

Features 
- Can possibly stake more than 50 coins / tokens
- Connected to a wallet with over 600,000 users
- Industry-leading security

・Cryptocurrency exchange
・ Cryptocurrency wallet
・ Custodian
・ Payment service
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Moonstake Business Model



List of Products

B2C

High technical skills of board members produce highly competitive products

The highest level products in the staking industry are ready

Moonstake (Staking Pool)

Cardano (ADA), Cosmos, Tezos, 
IRISnet, Ontology, Harmony, etc.
Compatible with a wide range of 
staking
* will support more than 50 
stakings, including ETH

Mobile Wallet App

Native wallet that can manage 
more than 2000 cryptocurrencies 
/ tokens

Manage encryption keys yourself 
| High security

Web Wallet

World's largest cryptocurrency 
wallet with technology similar to 
Blockchain.com

Manage encryption keys by 
yourself

B2B

Staking Pool Enterprise Solution

Provide a system that can add staking 
functions to exchanges and wallets
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Management Members
Team with international influence in blockchain industry agrees with Moonstake's vision

Mitsuru Tezuka Lawrence Lin
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From 2000 to 2001, he worked as a sales agent for Hikari Tsushin Co., 
Ltd. and was in charge of corporate sales / retail and business 
strategy. After leaving the company, he ran a social media site from 
2001 to 2012, learning the importance of programming (technical) 
aspects.

He has been interested in blockchain applications since 2013 and 
started running a number of study sessions, focusing mainly on 
promoting understanding and acceptance of the essence of blockchain 
and P2P in the five major cities of Japan.

He founded CTIA in 2017 in Switzerland and Japan, joined the 
blockchain organization and provided fintech companies with business 
incubation, acceleration and consulting services. In particular, he is 
working to clarify relationships and due diligence in the token 
economy.

Worked as a bridge between overseas blockchain companies, 
commodity exchanges and Japanese companies to increase 
acceptance of state-of-the-art technology and public awareness. 
Currently, the focus is on promoting blockchain within the existing 
business structure and facilitating the acceptance of this significant 
development by governments and businesses, and CTIA has formed a 
development partnership with r3, corda and DLT (distributed We are 
developing a new information sharing system Traceability as a Service 
(TaaS) using ledger technology.

Lawrence is a digital marketing professional with a 
background in programming and has been in the 
tech industry for over 10 years. He was one of Huobi 
Global’s early employees and later became Head of 
Global Business in Singapore. 

After that, he became the COO and co-founder of 
Zipmex, a cryptocurrency exchange which has been 
expanded in Southeast Asia and led the acquisition 
of licenses.

Prior to entering the blockchain industry, he led 
product and sales in an Omni-channel solution 
provider that IPO-ed on ASX and implementing 
global digital initiatives at Standard Chartered. 

He also has received various awards from marketing 
field such as Marketing Excellence and Dragons of 
Asia.

Mr. Chia is the CEO of Switchnovate, a FinTech consultancy 
firm, founding president of Singapore FinTech Association 
and co-chairman of Blockchain Association Singapore. 

He has 2 decades of experience in the financial and 
technology industry. He is also an alumnus of the National 
University of Singapore (NUS) and Nanyang Technological 
University (NTU).

Chia Hock Lai
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Since its entry into Staking Market, Moonstake achieved all time high of USD 1.4 Billion total staked assets and became one of 
the top 5 Staking Service Providers in the World among more than 15,000 Global Providers

from stakingrewards.com, well known Staking related media.

Top 5 Staking Service Providers among 15,000 Providers * Moonstake’s Total Staking Assets on Monthly Basis

Moonstake
Global Top 5 Staking Service Provider

* https://www.stakingrewards.com, May 2021



Products Details
B2C Moonstake (Staking Pool)

About
Compatible with a wide range of 
staking such as Cardano (ADA), 
Cosmos, Tezos, IRISnet, Ontology, 
QTUM and Harmony
* will support more coins e.g ETH in 
the future

Functions
Staking pool management system
Staking available from Moonstake Wallet 
Mobile / Web
Staking from supported third-party wallets
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Products Details

About
● Native application that can manage more than 

2000 cryptocurrencies / tokens
● Manage encryption keys yourself | High 

security

Functions
● Send and receive more than 

2000 coins and tokens
● Staking possible (Moonstake)
● QR code scanning
● Choice of fees

Other features
● Manage encryption keys yourself
● High security
● Touch ID (fingerprint authentication / 

face authentication)
● Lock screen with password 

protection
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Specification
● Supported devices: iOS, Android devices
● Supported languages: Japanese, English
● Major coins: Bitcoin, ADA, EOS, ETH, 

NEO, Bitcoin Cash, ETC, LiteCoin, Dash, 
Dogecoin, ONT, XLM

● All tokens in the largest smart contract 
blockchain: EOS, ETH ERC20, NEO NEP-
5, ETC

B2C Moonstake Wallet App
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Moonstake’s Stakeable Assets
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B2B Solutions To Offer - Moonstake 
Enterprise
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B2B Solutions - Flow



20Go-to-Market 
Partnerships With Major Blockchain Projects



21Go-to-Market 
Regional Associations and Partners

Moonstake is proud to be a member of the 
following associations

Blockchain Association Singapore (BAS)
• The Blockchain Association Singapore (BAS) is set up to facilitate collaboration 

between all market participants and stakeholders in the Blockchain ecosystem. It is 
designed to be an effective platform for members to engage with multiple 
stakeholders to find solutions to issues and to promote best practices in a 
collaborative, open, and transparent manner. It will represent the blockchain 
industry, uphold the integrity of its members, and support the building of 
relationships within the blockchain community, and collaborate with regional and as 
well as international blockchain organizations.

• https://singaporeblockchain.org/

Singapore FinTech Association
• Singapore FinTech Association(SFA) is a cross-industry NON-PROFIT initiative, 

intended to be a platform designed to facilitate collaboration between all market 
participants and stakeholders in the FinTech ecosystem. It is designed to be an 
effective platform for members to engage with multiple stakeholders to find solutions 
to issues. SFA has 50 MOUs with associations and government bodies around the 
world. Leverage SFA's domestic network of 360+ FinTech companies and industry 
partners and global network in more than 32 countries.

• https://singaporefintech.org/
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From a listed company to Japan’s biggest 
blockchain incubation platform, Moonstake 
grows bigger with great partners

Binarystar
https://binary-
star.business/

Binarystar Co. Ltd. is a leading Japanese incubation platform with Japan’s biggest 
Blockchain business hub in the heart of Tokyo. It has multiple proprietary outlets 
to promote blockchain businesses to companies throughout Japan and East Asia 
and operate as a consulting body to accelerate businesses in such areas.

OIO Holdings Limited is a Singapore-based holding company whose core business 
units are FinTech and Mechanical and Engineering (M&E) services. The group’s 
FinTech arm aims to expand blockchain technology and accelerate its integration by 
offering B2B consulting and software development services to various industries. 
Following the acquisition of Moonstake Pte Ltd in May 2021, OIO Holdings extends its 
business beyond the corporate level by providing digital wallets and cryptocurrency 
investment opportunities to investors. 

OIO Holdings
OIO Singapore Pte 
Ltd 
https://oio.sg

Go-to-Market 
Regional Associations and Partners
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Joint Webinar With Industrial ExpertsSocial Media

Go-to-Market - Community Building
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Future Roadmap
Staking/Wallet
• New coints to be added – Tron, Bytom, etc.

NFT
• Moonstake is already supporting NFT tokens, ERC-721, as one of the first wallets to do so

Defi
• Close partnership with Muse Finance, with >6m USD TVL, with cross-chain wrapping and defi solutions to solve the 

liquidity issue of staking
• A managing partner together with Orbs and Binance in DeFi.org, a leading accelerator program to help helping bootstrap 

new projects and DeFi protocols
• Defi initial wallet offering

Marketing
• Increase focus marketing countries from Japan/Korea to SEA including Singapore

Security
• Shortlisted finalist for IBM Hyper Protect Accelerator Program that will provide expert mentorship and service credits for 

using IBM solutions to ramp up security. 
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Q&A
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Moonstake
• Website – https://moonstake.io
• Twitter – https://twitter.com/moonstake
• LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/company/moonstake/

OIO
• Website – https://ir.oio.sg
• Twitter – https://twitter.com/home
• Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/oioholdings
• LinkedIn – https://www.linkedin.com/company/oio-holdings-limited/

Please follow…



THANK YOU
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